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"You loathsomely cruel English, you kill your foxes
when you hunt!'3
And she gave a spirited account of how her grandfather's
hounds had hunted the same fox seven seasons running
without killing him. Then one of the hounds killed him
by accident to the general regret. Well, in the East Kent
we hunted a large dog fox with a black tufted tail at odd
times for four seasons and he always got away. Then we
discovered that he broke the scent by springing from a
wall-top into a pollard willow. So Selby Lowndes gave
orders that he was not to be hunted any more—for fear
of accidents!
Actually the English hunters have to kill some foxes
from time to time. The English country is crowded—with
hen-keepers who would poison all the foxes if they were
not kept down, whereas that lady's grandfather hunted in
relatively deserted country. He could do what he liked.
On the other hand, three days after that spirited lady
had knocked me down backwards, I met an agreeable
gentleman who was said to be the only owner of a private
pack of fox-hounds in the United States. He said that Long
Island, Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
other American packs killed on an average five times as
many foxes as the Quorn or the Pytchley or any of the
long-grass country packs, throwing in John Peel and liis
coat so grey to make weight. They killed four times as many,
because the English hounds were inferior and the English
masters did not know how to hunt. So where are we—if
not in danger of getting into a mess of bad blood?
§
It becomes at this point my duty to repeat once more
that we are all one civilization living on the edge of a
great oval. Most of us learn, or have learned, a great deal
from all the other agglomerations. Almost all of us could
learn a great deal more. We mostly don't because if any-
one starts to teach us anything—or merely appears to be
doing things better than we do—we take it as a personal
insult. So we are all losers. Let us consider food. , . . That

